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• Get Ready for New Email Marketing Service 

• Who Will Be Office of Group Benefits’ PBM in 2021? 

• Louisiana Pharmacy Relief Fund 

• Medicaid Pharmacy Reimbursement Issue 

• Major Leadership Changes at LDH and Louisiana Medicaid Announced 

• Rutledge v PCMA Supreme Court Arguments Will Be Virtual 

• Is Patient Steerage by PBMs Getting Worse? 
 -Take our LIPA Survey and express your thoughts on the subject 

• Louisiana Main Street Funding Still Available 

• More States Are Moving to Single PBM for Their Medicaid Program 

Members, 

It has been a busy week with developments at both the state and federal levels that will 
have a long-term impact on our members and Louisiana’s independent pharmacies. 
More on some of those developments are below. In some positive news, the daily 
number of new COVID cases, hospitalizations, and patients on incubators is trending 
downward. And folks in the southeast part of the state were greatly relieved when 
Hurricane Sally veered eastward from the track it appeared to be on Sunday morning. 
Heavy rainfall is not our friend!  

It looks like the Legislature will not be having a Special Session this fall after all. The primary stated purpose was to determine how 
federal COVID funding would be spent but it now looks like--with the gridlock in Congress-- no funding will be forthcoming until 
after the November elections.  

Get Ready for New Email Marketing Service LIPA is moving to a new email marketing service in the coming weeks. To ensure 
you continue to receive the newsletter and other information from LIPA, please “whitelist” our address: 
communications@lipanow.org  You can click on the name of your current email service provider for assistance on how to do this: 
Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, AOL, Outlook, MacMail, Verizon, Comcast, Cox.net, Other. 

Who Will Be Office of Group Benefits’ PBM in 2021? Next Friday, following the Revenue Estimating Committee meeting, the 
Legislative Budget Committee will conduct a hearing on OGB’s request to contract with CVS Caremark for PBM services 
beginning 1/1/21.  LIPA and the LIPA Board is opposed to OGB entering into this emergency contract with CVS Caremark.  
As background, OGB provides health insurance to 230,000+ Louisiana state employees, their dependents, and state retirees and 
uses taxpayer dollars to pay the state’s share of the premium.  OGB’s current contract with Med Impact ends 12/31/20.  Earlier this 
year OGB issued a Request for Proposals and chose CVS Caremark from among five applicants to be 
their new PBM. Med Impact protested that contract award (as is to be expected with contracts of this 
size), putting any transition on indefinite hold. Meanwhile January 1st is fast approaching. We would note 
that Med Impact does not own pharmacies or have a mail order option to steer patients to. Just today we 
learned that in response to concerns raised by LIPA, Med Impact is terminating their relationship with 
SCIO to conduct pharmacy audits in Louisiana and will be handling these audits 
in house starting 1/1/21. 

 • October 6th—U.S. Supreme 
Court to hear Rutledge vs 
PCMA 

• October 14th—PBM 
monitoring advisory council 
and Prescription Monitoring 
Program 

• October 18th—LPA/LIPA 
Continuing Education via 
Zoom 

• October 18th/19th—Virtual 
NCPA 2020 Annual 
Convention 

• November 18th—Board of 
Pharmacy Meeting 

Dates to Know 
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In such cases, state agencies have two options: an emergency contract with the current contractor already in place [this is what 
LDH did in 2019 with the Medicaid MCOs] or an emergency contract with a different contractor of their choosing.  OGB is 
requesting legislative approval to contract with CVS/Caremark.  Switching contractors always introduces risk and smooth and 
orderly transitions take considerable time (longer than three months) and require extensive resources, even when all the parties are 
not in the middle of a pandemic. 

We are encouraged by our discussions with new leadership at OGB (Renita Ward Williams has assumed CEO duties following the 
recent retirement of Tommy Teague) and we will continue communicating LIPA’s concerns to them, increasing their awareness of 
PBM practices and issues to consider. While there is some question as to which state laws are not preempted by ERISA for  public 
self-insured plans like the State of Louisiana, it is certain that the “customer” can put any requirements they wish into the contract 
itself (such as the consumer protection regulations in Act 124) as long as they do not violate the law. 

LIPA has serious concerns about transitioning to CVS/Caremark for the logistical reasons stated above that could adversely impact 
both patients and providers and our knowledge of what CVS Caremark does in actual practice (rather than what they agree to or 
say they will do): 

• Sales and Use Taxes. CVS does not correctly reimburse pharmacies for sales and use taxes owed to local and 
municipal governments for the sale of prescription drugs and pharmacist services. 

• Provider Fee. CVS refuses to pay the 10¢ Provider Fee to the Louisiana Department of Health (“LDH”) on thousands 
of claims in accordance with La. R.S. 46:2625, which requires the fee be paid on all out-patient prescriptions to help 
fund the state Medicaid program. 

• Credentialing. CVS violates the “Any Willing Provider” law, La. R.S. 22:1964, by refusing to credential community 
pharmacies for their networks. 

• Limiting Access. CVS manipulates contracts to steer patients to out-of-state pharmacies or their chain stores. 

• Uneven Payments. CVS has been shown to pay their own stores more than other chains and independent pharmacies. 

• Misleading Information. CVS, through their influence and control of PCMA, consistently misleads or misinforms 
employers, patients, and the public. CVS agrees to abide by laws and regulations but later ignores said laws.  

• Acts 2019, No. 124. The Legislature overwhelmingly passed Act 124, yet to date, CVS refuses to be permitted by the 
Louisiana Board of Pharmacy, using its PBM association, PCMA, to hinder board activity. 

• Objection To Regulation. CVS claims the majority of its business is exempt from state action and regulation by the 
Louisiana Department of Insurance. 

Louisiana Pharmacy Relief Fund Our members whose businesses and lives were disrupted by Hurricane Laura have 
demonstrated their resilience by rapidly making the necessary adjustments to continue delivering services to their customers at the 
pharmacy of choice. Independent pharmacies as far “inland” as northern Rapides Parish suffered damages and losses (in addition to 
southwest Louisiana parishes) and incurred costs.  LIPA has established the Louisiana Pharmacy Relief Fund on GoFundMe to 
make donations to help cover their losses quick and convenient. If you have not already done so, please consider making a 
contribution. As a reminder, you are under no obligation to leave a “tip” of any amount, much less the default 15%. Just click 
Other and enter an amount, including 0 (zero).   
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https://ncpa.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/9.16.2020-NCPAPatientSteeringSurveyResults.pdf
https://legis.la.gov/Legis/ViewDocument.aspx?d=1143721
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Medicaid Pharmacy Reimbursement Issue LDH reached out to us and advised that on September 9th   their contractor DXC paid 
a number of claims in duplicate, resulting in overpayments. If you were impacted, today you should notice DXC making a void or 
a recoupment from their most recent check write. We appreciate that LDH is making us aware of these glitches at the front end so 
we can help answer questions rather than have our pharmacies subjected to unexplained recoupments. This DXC activity impacts 
mostly fee-for service nursing home and waiver populations—many of them dual eligible for whom the primary payer is Medicare 
and not the Medicaid population for which our pharmacists primarily provide services.  

You may recall it was only a couple of months ago that DXC failed one week to pay claims to a number of pharmacies. The 
current Medicaid fiscal intermediary’s claims processing system has been pieced together and sold and resold (Paramax, then 
Unisys Corp, then Molina, now DXC) and has been patched together for more than 35 years.  We are now well past a generation 
since the system was designed [some of you still remember the COBOL computer programming language] and we need to see 
some stability brought to these payment systems. The last competitive for the claims system that is currently operating was 
awarded in 2004.  

Major Leadership Changes at LDH and Louisiana Medicaid Announced LDH issued a press release this week announcing a 
new LDH Undersecretary and Acting Medicaid Director as of October 1st. These are highly important roles impacting our state’s 
Medicaid Program the delivery of services to its 1.743 million enrollees as of August 2020 (up from 1,605 million enrollees in 
February, before the pandemic hit).  Ruth Johnson who is the current Medicaid Executive Director will assume the position of 
LDH Undersecretary as Cindy Rives departs to accept a position at LSU Shreveport. Tara LeBlanc has been named as Acting 
Executive Medicaid Director. Tara has been serving as the Medicaid Deputy Director for Eligibility since earlier this year and prior 
to that she was the Assistant Secretary for the Office of Aging and Adult Services. Within LDH, the Undersecretary’s areas of 
responsibility include the Medicaid Program—as well as the overall LDH budget—and the Medicaid Director answers to her.  

Rutledge v PCMA Supreme Court Arguments Will Be Virtual Rather Than “In Person” This week, the US Supreme Court 
announced that all oral arguments scheduled for the month of October—including the October 6th  9 AM (Louisiana time) oral 
arguments in the ERISA pre-emption case Rutledge v PCMA will be heard by telephone and the Supreme Court will remain 
closed to the public due to COVID. The Justices and lawyers will all participate remotely, with Justices asking questions one-by-
one in order of reverse seniority.  The Court will provide a live audio feed to a media pool who will then livestream the arguments 
for “real time” public access. For further transparency, the audio and a transcript of the proceedings will be posted on the Court’s 
website at the end of the day. More details will be announced by the Court in the coming weeks including the media pool.  

In light of this development, LIPA will not be holding our planned rally in Washington on October 6. Instead we are planning for 
alternative ways to bring attention to the consequences of the court’s ultimate decision on the survival of Louisiana—and 
America’s--independent pharmacists and pharmacies and their continued ability to provide access to care. 

Is Patient Steerage by PBMs Getting Worse? PBMs appear to have subscribed to the cynical motto “never let a good crisis go to 
waste” and have used the current coronavirus pandemic to steer even more patients to their pharmacies or to mail order without 
their knowledge and/or informed consent during the last six months. This week, our federal partner NCPA announced the findings 
from a survey they conducted last week in which 79% reported that they had patients whose prescription was transferred to another 
pharmacy without the patient’s knowledge or consent. The culprit was overwhelmingly CVS/Caremark at 78%, more than double 
all other pharmacies combined.  

While Act 124 has clear prohibitions against this, PBMs take the position that self-insured plans and Medicare plans are exempt 
from the patient protections in Act 124.  LIPA wants to know what our members are seeing on the front lines here in Louisiana. 

We created a similar survey for our pharmacies to help us get a better sense of the extent to which transfer of prescriptions without 
a patient knowledge or consent is happening in Louisiana. Please respond to the LIPA Survey Here.  

Louisiana Main Street Funding Still Available The grant funding program established by the Legislature earlier this year and 
administered by State Treasurer John Schroder to provide relief to small businesses in Louisiana from the financial impact of 
COVID-19 still has funds available to businesses who qualify and can provide the required documentation. The grants-- which do 
not have to be paid-- can be up to $15,000. You can read more information and apply online at the Louisiana Mainstreet Recovery 
website. Representative Danny McCormick reached out and wanted to make sure that independent pharmacies are aware of this 
opportunity. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
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More States Are Moving to Single PBM for Their Medicaid Program We couldn’t help noticing the focus in the most recent 
HMA Weekly Roundup  and our takeaway that more states are using—or looking to use—a single PBM for their state’s Medicaid 
Program. Missouri released a Request for Information at the end of August seeking information for a possible procurement of a 
single PBM. Pharmacy is currently “carved out” of managed care but the PBM would serve both the managed care and fee-for-
service populations. Meanwhile, Kentucky is rebidding its single PBM contract to serve their entire Medicaid population. The 
payments to the PBM will actually be included in the MCO rates and paid out by the Medicaid MCOs who will contract individual 
with the PBM which is an important distinction in states like Louisiana that depend on MCO premium taxes to fund the program. 

In addition, a New Jersey Senate bill to transition their Medicaid pharmacy services from managed care to fee-for-service (FFS) 
was passed out of their equivalent of our “Senate Health & Welfare” Committee and has been referred to their “Senate Finance” 
Committee. The Bill would require New Jersey Medicaid to procure a pharmacy benefit manager by July 1, 2021, to administer all 
Medicaid prescription drug services. Currently 96 percent of New Jersey Medicaid enrollees receive their pharmacy benefits from 
a managed care organization.  

We Saw it in the News . . . or on the Internet 

• In looking for straight talk on President Trump’s “favored nation” Executive Order, Manatt provides a good 
overview in this blog post.  As to timeline for earliest possible implementation, Manatt writes “Preparations for the 
2021 Medicare Part D plan year are well advanced and rulemaking to create a CMMI model would take many 
months, it is likely that the Administration could not implement any model impacting Part D until 2022 at the earliest 
[emphasis added] without creating serious disruptions. It is also possible that any plan would face legal challenges . . 
.  The post concludes, “Of course, the ultimate fate of the Order’s plans for [Medicare] will depend on the election 
results. A Biden Administration may choose to continue any efforts begun now or scrap them in favor of seeking drug 
price negotiation legislative authority as proposed by House Democrats in H.R. 3. A second Trump Administration 
might also change course on tying U.S. prices to those in other nations.” 

• Last week we wrote about action taken by Eli Lilly impacting 340 B providers who contract with local pharmacies 
and denying them 340B pricing. On Tuesday, Becker Hospital Review reported that “A bipartisan group of 243 
members of the House sent a letter to HHS Secretary Azar urging him to use his authority to stop drug makers from 
blocking safety-net hospital’s access to 340B discounts.” In skimming the signees, we note that Louisiana 
Congressmen Ralph Abraham, Garrett Graves, Clay Higgins and Cedric Richmond all signed the letter. 
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